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ABSTRACT: This manuscript studies and analyzes the user behavioral model of a website. Our analysis show that users have different views when encounter with a problem and structure of a website. Issues such as sociology, psychology, economics and interest to computer science products make these different views. By studying the behaviors of users, a website can modify and reconstruct its structure to present its information with high quality to its users. Moreover, analyzing the behavior of users makes a great opportunity for a website to predict the behavior of its users in future sessions. Also, it assists a website to recognize the robot machines from human users without using the CAPTCHA puzzles. Normally, any website logs the action of its users in a file. For instance, the time and the date that an IP address creates a session; or the requests that an IP address has issues during a sessions. These helpful information assist us to analyze the behavior of users. We have implemented a software tool that extract various and valuable data from log files of any website. For instance the tool extracts most visiting pages, the favourite pages of users, download rate and session rate of users, the predicted times that a particular user visits a site, uptime and downtime of a particular user, and several other valuable information. We provide comprehensive analysis based on extracted data from the software tool.


I. INTRODUCTION

We start the problem statement with a useful question. What should be the structure and content of a website in order to attract the most benefit of visitors? By having the accurate users' behavioral model of a website, the website can predict the behavior of its users and update its contents and structure. Predicting the future demand of a user as he visits of pages of the web has got importance with the increasing effectiveness on the web-based [1]. The analysis of a human behavior shows that users have different views when encounter with a problem. Consequently, Studying and analyzing the behaviour of visitors of a website can be benefiting topic for both website owners and computer scientists. The main source of data for a website is the web log files (WLF), which store the action of any user that has contact the website. LF recorded information about each user [2]. On the web server LFs consist of the purpose visited the user, the order, and the timestamps of these visits [3]. Uses of web server logs improve the performance of the search on the website [4].
LF can be located in three various places: client browsers, Web proxy servers, and Web servers [5,6]. The main aim of this study is to model the behaviour of users of a specific website. The model should be able to predict the steps of a user when contact the website such as user prediction for next page. The model should be able to tell us what the favorite pages for a website are, for which duration they hold a session, what the time spend on a webpage is, how many sessions normally a user open, and many other questions. A software tool is implemented to model the behavior of its visitors. We applied data mining (DM) to analyse access LF records collected on a website [7]. Data mining (DM) is the automated process of finding interesting patterns or information, as well as understandable, descriptive, and predictive models from (huge-scale) data. DM tools predict future trends and behaviors [8, 9]. Web Mining (WM) is the application of DM methodologies to extract information from the data on the web [10]. WM consists of three different types: Web usage mining (WUM), Web content mining (WCM), and Web structure mining (WSM) [11, 12]. WUM also involves three various stages: Preprocessing, Pattern analysis, and Pattern discovery [6]. Our software tool includes several attributes of web users and user traffics such as: Dates, Requests per Day, Requests per Week, Most Page, Requests for Most Pages, Today Visitors, IP (Internet Protocol) address, Download Rate, Time Spent (TS), Location of IP, Web Pages, and Predict for next page. Using our model, a website can modify its structure, design and contents depend on the interests of its visitors. In this case, the website will be more attractive for its users and welcome more users.

II. RELATED WORK

Catledge and Pitkow (1995), analyzed browser user-event WLs to better know user surfing conduct. In specific, they distinguished among directed browser, general goal searching, and random (undirected) searching. They were able to describe behavior of the user in anticipation of improving design of browser [20].

Radinsky et al. (2012), studied how to model and predict behavior of the user along time. They provided various temporal representations, procedures of learning, and represented how they can build models that predict next user behaviors from data of historical [21].

Sarukkai(2000), described a technique for modeling log data and web server to afford foretell of visitor path next link and next page. The model is use of probabilistic making of Markov chains [22].

Zhu et al.(2002), Proposed Markov Chain and web mining to predict the browsing behaviors of users. The Markov chain is proposed to predict the largest probability of future surfing page by calculating every eventuality of every link according the structure of the web and the behaviors of historical browsing [23].

Nagy & Gaspar(2009), investigated the time spent on web pages (TSP) as an indicator ignore of quality of contents of online. They introduced the idea of the sequential surfing and re visitation to more exactly restore the navigation pattern of users depend on TSP and the restored pile of explorer. They provided a clustering path to create groups of analogous pages of web by classifications of spent time. They introduced three activities of the user and connected spent time classifications: browsing links, backward stepping and reading [24].

Verma et al.(2011), a condition for predicting needs of the user to better the usability and the retention of user of a website can be addressed by processing WLF effectively. While browsing the sites, interactions of the users’ on the web site are registered in WLF. These WLF are plentiful source of knowledge [25].

Beitollahi &Deconinck(2014), proposed a defense technique against the denial of the application layer of service attacks based on user behavior model. Number of sessions, request rate per session, session duration, number of clicks per each session, mean time between two connections, favorite pages, sequence order between pages, etc. were the main factors to model the user behavior. They used a heuristic technique to model the behavior [26].

Román & Velásquez(2009), have studied behavior of the user with a psychologically-based publishing model. They showed that the series of pages obtained by synthetic agents are found to be nearer to ~5% of the average of the visits number to every page [27].
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Mining (DM)

DM techniques is used to extract or discover the patterns and characteristics of users of a website. DM techniques are applied on structures and contents on WLF to achieve personalization and performance of the web [5, 10].

B. Web Mining (WM)

WM is the application of DM methodologies to extract information from the data on the web [13]. WM is one of the main and important fields of DM. WM consists of three various types: Web Usage Mining (WUM), Web Content Mining (WCM), and Web Structure Mining (WSM) [14-16], [10] (As shown in Figure 1).

1. Web content mining (WCM)

WCM is the task of extracting or discovering valuable knowledge from the contents of the website documents. WCM may include of images, video, audio, lists, text and tables. The goal of WCM is to provide an effective mechanism to help the users to find the knowledge they seek [17]; [18].

2. Web Structure mining (WSM)

WSM is the type of WM of discovering the structure of hyperlinks within the page of the web [17]. This includes the use of graph theory to analyze the node structure and connections of the site. According to the nature and kind of the web structure data, it is consist again into two types, the first patterns extraction from the hyperlink on the network. The second mining of the document structure [6].

3. Web Usage Mining (WUM)

WUM focuses on the finding of hidden information from the web user surfing patterns. The initial data source used in WUM is the Web Logs (WL) or log file. In WUM or web log mining, behavior of the user's or benefits are revealed by applying DM techniques on WLF [10,13].

C. Using LF data in WUM

The contents of the WLF are used in WUM. WUM also involves three various stages: Preprocessing, Pattern analysis, and Pattern discovery [6].
D. Web Logs and Web User in WM

1. Web User Behavior (WUB)

User behavior is the normal actions performed by web users when surfing and searching, like selecting text, bookmarking, clicking links, printing, etc. [19]. When user login to the website, he is browsing web pages and spent many times on the website for get his purpose which he wanted previously. Web User BehaviorAnalyzer (WUBA) focuses on the evolution of approaches and tools to study behavior of the user's web navigation. When users connect with a website, data recording their conduct which is saved in the logs of the web server. These records are the provenance source to study user's behavior on the website [2].

2. Web Log (WL)

The major source of website data is the WLs, which store the action of any user that has contact the website. Such file contains million records depending on the website traffic. These records are the main source to study the behavior of users of the website. LFs holds more knowledge about the behavior of the users like IP (Internet Protocol) Address, Time Spent, Number of Bytes Transferred, Access Request, and so on. [6]. By analysing these LFs gives a well concept about the web user [2]. When user connect with a website, LF are generated [2]. LF recorded information about every web users [2]. WLF is saved as text file [10]. For every request from browser of a user’s to a web server, a response is created in automatically, called a WLF, LF, or WL [10].

![Sample of web logs](image)

Figure 2: Sample of web logs

E. Location of a LF

The LF can be situated in three various places: client browsers LF, web proxy servers LF, and web servers LF [6].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This is a data mining program designed with the software tool, a software tool is implemented to model the web users behavior and to analyse user behaviors on the website according to web log data file.
Figure 3: Implementation

Attributes

A server can include different attributes of web users and user traffics.

A. Analyse

To analyse the user’s behavior on the website. It includes two sections: General and Specific.

1. General

General is to analyse the web user’s behavior in general and it includes several attributes: (As shown in Figure 3)

Days or Dates

The dates or the days show every days which users visit the website. It includes days, months and years. This section holds dates from 24/Nov/2011 to 2/May/2016 (As shown in Figure 3).

Request Rate

The request rate shows the requests number that sends the user to the server in a given period time. The server evaluates request rate for various irregular users through various random times a day, various days, various weeks, etc.

Requests per Day

The request per day shows the requests number that sends the user to the server in a particular day. Requests per day include all the requests which users ask for from web pages in a day. In our program we have 17039 requests as total requests (As shown in Figure 3).
Figure 4: Request rate for request per day

Figure 4 shows request rate for request per day while Y-axis demonstrates request rate and X-axis demonstrates request per day. As it’s shown over 65% of users have the rate of the request per day. It implies that over 65% of users have sent a request to the site.

Requests per Week

The requests per week shows the requests number that sends the user to the server in a particular week, requests per week include all those requests which users send to web pages in a week (As shown in Figure 3).

Figure 5: Request rate for request per week

Figure 5 shows request rate for request per week while Y-axis demonstrates request rate and X-axis demonstrates request per week. As it’s shown 1268 of users have request in week 73.
Most Page and Requests for Most Pages

The most page represents the most visited page that a user sends requests to the server for each day. Most page includes all the pages that users open most of the times according to a specific date. The requests for most pages represents the number of requests on the most pages in a specific day (As shown in Figure 3).

Figure 6: Request rate for most pages

Figure 6 shows request for most pages for pages where Y-axis demonstrates request for most pages and X-axis demonstrates pages. From 01/Jul/2015 users have 64 requests for most page for the page POST/index.php?option=com_jdownloads&Itemid=0&view=upload.

Today Visitors and Total Visitors

Today visitors represents the number of visitors who have visited the website today, namely, it only includes those visitors that have already visited the website in a specific date. total visitors hold all visitors that visit the website during this web log data from 24/Nov/2011 to 02/May/2016 (As shown in Figure 3).

Figure 7: Visitors for days
Figure 7 shows visitors for days while Y-axis demonstrates visitors and X-axis demonstrates days. From 22/Jun/2015 As it’s shown more of users have visit to the website which is 22 visitors.

2. Specific

The specific is to analyse the behaviors of web users in specific and includes two attributes: IP and Web Pages.

IP (Internet Protocol) address

An IP address is a numerical identity given to every networked PC. IP addresses in LFs are a crude source of knowledge for identifying users. It is supposed for simplicity and for goals in here that a single IP shows as a single user, with some behaviors.

In IP attribute, there are two sections: IP and Day. IP contains all IPs that have visited a website. Day includes those dates which IP have visited the website in this day or date which shows in the section of Day. IP has three parts: File, Analyse and Location of IP (As shown in Figure 8).

File

The file consists of two sections: Open and Exit. Open is for loading the WL data file and Exit is for exiting the section of specific.

Analyse

The Analyse is to analyse user’s behavior in the website according to IP and IP date visitings.

For example, here if we want to analyse user’s behavior, we choose one IP in section IP meanwhile choosing date in section Day together. Then we choose analyse. We will see many users’ behaviors who have visited the web site (As shown in Figure 8).

Analysing web user behavior includes many attributes such as: Requested Pages, Most Page, Request (Request for Most Page), Sequence, Download Rate and Time Spent (Up Time (Online Time) and Down Time (Offline Time)) (As shown in Figure 9).
Figure 9: Analysing web user behavior

Requested Pages
The Requested Pages are the ones which represent the users’ behaviors. They are the pages which users have requested in a web site (As shown in Figure 9).

Most Page
The Most Page is one of the user’s behavior which represents the page which users have requested or opened in the web site the most (As shown in Figure 9).

Request (Requests for Most Page)
The Request is one of the user’s behavior representing the requests number for the most page of a web site (As shown in Figure 9).

Sequence
The Sequence is one of the user’s behavior which represents the pages that user has requested from the first time to the last time that forms sequence in a web site (As shown in Figure 9).

Download Rate
The download rate is the bytes number that downloads by the user from the server side through a particular interval of time. The server can evaluate download rate by selecting various random users through various times a day, various days, various weeks, etc. The Download Rate is one of the user behavior represents the rate of requests or downloads etc. that a user spends or stays on the web site (As shown in Figure 9).

Time Spent (TS)
The Time Spent is one of the user’s behavior that includes two sections: Up Time (Online Time) and Down Time (Offline Time) (As shown in Figure 9).
Uptime (Online Time)

The uptime shows a time which a user connects with the site even she cuts off the connection with the server. The server chooses users randomly through various times, various days, various weeks, etc. and computes their online (As shown in Figure 9).

Downtime (Offline Time)

The downtime shows the break time from the time which a particular user disconnects from the server till she joins again to the server. Though it cannot be evaluated for every users, for example, certain users may either come back to the server at no time or connect again to the site too late, certainly particular users re-join every few days or various times a day (As shown in Figure 9).

Location of IP

The Location of IP represents the location of users that connect to the website. Location of IP includes IP, Country and City (As shown in Figure 10).

Web Pages

Web pages are reference data for web log files. A page of the web is what you see on the screen when you write in the web address, put a query or click on a link. A web page can include color, text, sound, graphics, animation and it can include any kind of information.

Example: we have a lot of web pages, for analysing all items in web pages. When we select any web page, it shows us requests, namely, we will see how many requests each web page has received in the opposite column (As shown in Figure 11).

![Figure 10: Location for one IP](image)

![Figure 11: Web Pages with Requests](image)
B. Predict

The predict represents user prediction for next page depend on the history of users we can predict for users for future page or next page. Predicting the future demand of a user as he visits of pages of the web has got importance with the increasing effectiveness on the web-based. For each activity in a session of user, the history is defined like the sequence of the observed ordered of conducts. That predicts the future request or next action given the history.

Example: we have many IPs, when we choose one IP in section IP. Then we click on the button of User prediction for next page, in section user prediction for next page column, we will see the page which we predicted for this IP according to the history of users (As shown in Figure 12).

![Figure 12: User prediction for next page](image)

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the user behavioral model of a website. The web log of websites is the main source data for our analysis. A software tool is implemented to model the behavior of users of a website. The software tool extracts various helpful information from the web logs of a website. Our data assists the web site administrator to improve the structure of the web and to get the most valuable information about user’s behaviors.

Several analysis about users are provided with this paper such as access times of users, the duration of a session, number of requests per session and number of sessions per users during a day, week or month, the favorite pages of users, categorizing the pages based on the willing of users, the location of users and several other main interest information’s for a website’s administrator. Finally, using these data, we could predict the behavior of users. For instance, we can predict when our well-known users appear in future or what a user requests in his future behavior.

Our work assists a website to recognize his daily or weekly users and distinguish them from new users; thereby provide them a more and high quality services. Moreover, our work helps a website to recognize human and normal users from robot machines and attackers. For instance in a DDoS attack, our work can be the basis of a real countermeasure.
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